From: MCP FEEDBACKTo: Megan MetteeDate: Sat, 11 Oct 2008 15:12:51Subject: Mid County Parkway Project: New Feedback - ID# 981Attachment(s): 0From Sandy Austell sandy_austell@lexus.comMessage Sent:What zoning will be changed if Alternate 9 is used, can you advise what specific properties will be affected as a result of the #9 access.  Can you advise if my property specifically will be impacted.  Do you plan to also annex Lake Mathews into a city by way of the changes it will bring to our community ?  Will our existing Cajalco road that is not being used in the alternate 9 still be accessible and will it be repaved for traffic your are bringing into our area.  How much landscape will be put into place on the parkway to ensure we have no pollution issues on the Gavilian Plateau ?  No one has made an effort to speak to those of us who live on the 5 acre parcels and we are concerned about the zoning issues.  We all live out here for a reason to be away from the general population but it appears you are bringing people to our area anyway.  I would urge you to please hold standards as they currently are in terms of farming animals being acceptable and DO NOT allow anyone to split their parcels to ensure we keep an intact rural neighbor.  Another big concern is our butterflies, you are taking up 327 acres of their habitat- what is going to be done to ensure they are relocated or that we are providing them with a migratory place to escape YOUR PARKWAY which we all see as FREEWAY !! If our property is in YOUR WAY to build this parkway what neogotiation tactics will you use to ensure fair market value is given to those who will have to vacate ?
